
Available area for windows, icons,
and other widgets...

Perm. visible horizontal panel for global functionality:
clock, launchers, window switching, status icons... 

The traditional desktop
(since ~ Windows 95)

Comments :
● Modern screens offer too much horizontal space but too little 
vertical space for comfortable reading.
● As we're eating up the most precious part of the screen space, 
we can't eat up a lot of it, and panels have to keep a small area.
● But there's a lot of « global functionality » that should be 
accessible from anywhere and should be in the panel(s).
● This makes the panels very tightly packed, so harder to analyze 
and more complex to operate.
● Notifications, when there's a standard system for that, appear 
once then disappear forever. If you were not there, you never 
hear about them.



Available area for windows, icons,
and other widgets...

Perm. visible horizontal panel for global functionality:
clock, launchers/task switching, some status icons... 

The Windows 7 desktop

Comments :
● Similar to the traditional desktop. Shares panel height defect.
● One difference is that launchers and task switching have been 
merged in an app switching system similar to what Mac OS X 
offers, with window switching requiring extra clicks/hovering and 
waiting, and a pop-up interface. This makes the task switching 
workflow much slower, but frees up lots horizontal space in the 
panel.
● Status icons are now hidden as a default setting, making it 
easier to miss their changes.
● Standard notifications disappear forever as a default setting, 
application developers have to write notification saving support to 
avoid this.



Area available for windows only

Perm. visible horizontal panel for clock and basic
status icons, shortcut to another screen for the rest 

Automatically hidden notification area

The GNOME 3 desktop

Comments :
● Some vertical space is still wasted.
● Need to switch to another full-screen interface for common 
workflow
● Risk of missing notifications due to their subtle nature, as there 
is no strong visual hint that notifications are pending.
● Requires 3D acceleration for no good reason.



Available area

Panel for clock, status, menu bar, windows controls

Launch-
ers

The Unity desktop

Comments :
● Minimal amount of vertical screen area used here, since global 
controls use horizontal space in the menu bar.
● This means that if there are lots of status icons, menus will 
become inaccessible, though.
● This also means that the top panel joyfully mixes local and 
global controls, which is confusing.
● Full-screen interface is only used for less common workflow.
● Notifications do not last as a default, if you're not there you 
never see them.
● Requires 3D acceleration for no good reason.



Available area

Main panel
offers

task switching,
clock and

basic status,
rest is in menus

The BeOS/Haiku desktop

Comments :
● Does not use vertical screen estate :)
● Panel does not fully uses its side of the screen as a default, 
which either results in ugly empty space or half-covered windows. 
When maximized, it does not take advantage of the extra space 
and still only uses it for task switching and basic status.
● Too much functionality packed in a menu interface means 
having to deal with their targeting + clicking/waiting workflow 
frequently, and with super-thin menu items to make things worse.
● Limited notification support, status icons only through only 
widget-like « replicant » functionality on the desktop, hidden by 
other windows and slow to visually analyze.



Available area

Clock,
Status,

Launchers/
Task switch/
Notifications,

Menus...

Just an idea...

Comments :
● No vertical space used here
● Launchers and task switching is combined like on Windows 7 
and OSX, with added pending notifications (appear as a little 
number overlay on applications' icons + simple way to review 
pending notifications without opening the application TBD). 
Different windows are separated though, since we have the 
space to allow it.
● Screen estate compromise : it's possible to either just show 
icons when panel is idle and show window titles on panel 
hovering (slower task switching) or use a larger « static » panel.
● Status icons work the usual way, it's possible to switch to the 
Windows 7 way in the future if they are abused.
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